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To Use
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Close the BedMaker

Just lift!

Method 1: With two hands
1. Lift

The foot stand drops into place,
holding the mattress up. You'll hear
a click as it engages in the slot.
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Additional Notes

6

Make the bed and tuck the
sheets in between the upper and
lower plates of the BedMaker.
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2. Push

Lift slightly with one hand, then
collapse the foot stand with the
other hand.
Lower into closed position.

bedsheets

Method 2: With one hand
box spring

1. Lift
2. Push

Remember, the BedMaker stays on
the bed, so you don't have to
remove it. Tuck the sheets right into
the BedMaker, then close it as in
step 6.

Videos
See videos of all
these instructions at
www.bed-maker.com

heel of hand

With palm facing up, lift with heel of
hand, and close with ﬁngertips.
Lower into closed position.

The BedMaker disappears from view
and stays on the bed, ready for the
next use.

What if I have a bed skirt?
If you have a bed skirt that covers
the surface of the box spring with
fabric, it helps to pin it down right
where the BedMakers sit. Otherwise,
even if you stick the BedMaker to
the the bed skirt, both can still ride
up and slide around, since the bed
skirt is not attached to anything. You
can secure it with thumb tacks,
staples, double-sided tape, or bed
skirt pins. Other options are to
remove the bed skirt altogether, or
replace it with a wrap-around model
that does not cover the surface of
the bed base (links on website).
What if there is a rim around the
bed frame?
This is no problem. Place the
BedMakers at the corners (standard
location) to give your hand the most
room to slide in past the rim.
Optionally, if the rim is very deep,
adding a box spring can elevate the
mattress for easier access.
Should I put the BedMaker over
or under the mattress protector?
It's up to you, but if you don't
change the mattress protector often,
you can leave it outside the
BedMaker. Let the mattress protector
remain above the top plate of the
BedMaker, hugging the mattress.

The
BedMaker™
Holds the
mattress up

...while you
change the sheets.

Instructions
for Use
www.bed-maker.com
1-888-203-4341
Patent Pending

The BedMakerTM
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Congratulations on purchasing the
BedMaker! With this tool you will
never have to stuggle with a heavy
mattress again.

Decide where to
place your BedMakers

To place on bed

Secure to bed

1
Try it out!
When you open the package, take
out one BedMaker and try it out in
your hand. Remove the elastic band
(carefully due to the spring), and
open the BedMaker. Notice how the
foot stand "clicks" into the slot. Push
it back out of the slot again to close
it. Do this a few times.

The standard position is at the bed
corners, angled diagonally inward
with the hinges towards the center of
the bed.
Be

Pull back the bedsheets to expose
the bare mattress or mattress
protector.
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You may also place them on the side
of the bed. This can be helpful if you
have a bedside table tight against the
bed, blocking access to the corner, or
if the slats of your box spring are
unusually far apart, leaving nothing
solid for the BedMaker to rest on at
the corner. If using on the side with
slats, position the BedMaker directly
along a slat to give it support.

Slide the closed BedMaker in between
the mattress and box spring. Rest the
back (hinge end) across a solid part
of the bed base, such as a slat, and
the front on or near the edge of the
bed frame.

box spring

Now that you have a feel for how the
BedMaker works, you will ﬁnd it very
easy to use on the bed.

Remove the protective backing from the
gel pad, and press the BedMaker ﬁrmly
down onto the base of the bed,
contacting as much of a slat, rung, or
solid part of the bed base as possible.
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IMPORTANT: Stick each BedMaker
down using its gel pad. Do not skip this
step! It keeps the BedMaker from sliding
around under the mattress, and helps it
to open fully and reliably every time.
Don't worry! These gel pads contain NO
GLUE or adhesive. They are simply
rubber with miniature suction cups. They
can be repositioned easily if needed. You
can even rinse them with water to
refresh their grip. Note: If you have a
bed skirt, pin it down now, before
sticking the BedMakers to it. See details
on reverse side.

Try it out a few times to ensure it's
resting on a solid surface, then stick it
down with the gel pads (step 4).

If your bed base is covered with fabric,
add the extra backing piece to the gel
pad before sticking it down. Peel the
backing oﬀ the MAIN gel pad, then stick
the CLEAR plastic side of the extra pad to
the gel pad on the BedMaker. Then peel
oﬀ and discard the backing paper, and
stick the BedMaker down to the fabric on
the bed. You can still separate them at
the gel layer and reposition if needed.

